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-_i, Abstract

-*_i An electronsource such as a simple cathodeis a cheap antiligi,tdevicewhich
can serve several technologicaland scientificpurposes in space:

......._ (i) EleCtrostaticchargingot a spacecraftcan be limitedby releasinffelectrons
:_ accumulated on the conductiveelements ottheirsurface. Clamping the reference

potentialofscientificinsteuments,such as par_.lcledetectors,can significantly
_'::_, improve their performance in a magnetospheric environment.
'_: ill)The erosionofconductivecoatingsand the abilityofconductivepaintsto
-_i_ withstandthespt_ceenvironment can be evaluatedby monitoringthe flow Jfcha_*_,Pd

_. particles impinging on their surface, that is, by S_mply measuring the -ate at ". °:_i* which electronsare emitted_rom the cathode.
_i' (iii) Measuring the current Coll#.cted by the spacecraft su_.;ace as a f.JnCtion.
_*_ ot itspotentialwith respectto an emitteris a very sensitiveJiag_ostictechnique

-_ which can yield a number of p|asma parameters, such as dezsity and temperatui-e,
_:i (iv)Itispossibleto convertthe thermal motion of spa:e plasmas intoelec-.

.,_i: trical energy by c_llecttng en_rgeti 9 electrons anti returntr, g them to the rttedium as

_,'_ planetsCbldparticleS.wheresolarThiSceilsC°nceptaremaYinefficient.findapplications .in the r.mgnetosphere ot distant
. iv) A wave ina plasma ischaracterizedby a conductll,nCurrentdensitywhich

_ gives risetofluctuationso_ thecu/,r_t flowingtothe sui'fa:e.An Itlvcstigationof
_:. the fr_qtiency spdCtrum 0f the cathode cut'rent will th@retoe,: disclose the existence

of electromagneticand electrostaticWaVes Without using an} antenna.
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I. IN?ilODI_TION

The potential of a body in space is d_ftned by the current balance o_ the charged

particles emitted and collected by its surface. In equilibrium _he diff_ence be=

t_een the flows of plasma electrons and ions equals the rate at which electron_

extracted from the surface by photo- and secondary emissions are escaping lnt,_

the surrounding plasma.

When the random fllJx of the plasma electrons is relatively large, the svrtace

develops a potential sufficiently negative to ll_nit the incoming ,'low of these particles

and to make it equal to the combined contribution of the other _pecies. The mhgnl-

tude o_ this potential is then in direct proportion to the temperature oF the ambient

electron_. Such conditions are rften met in dense or hot plasmas W_en surface

emissloncannot n_atch the net flow of ambient particles. I_i planetary outer mag-

netospheres, the electron mean kinetic energy is so high that surface potentials of

the order of several kilovolts are frequently encountered. This phenomenon,

commonly referred to as spacecraft charging, disturbs tl_e particle population in

the surrounding plasma and is therefore a source of interferences for s_ientlfic
measurements. 1

It has algo been observed that different materials insulated from each other

do not reach the same floating potential. This differential Charg'iflg gives rise to

larEe electric field_ between adjacent elements and can cause discharges Which

are responsible for the degr_d_tion of _ , ecraft materials and anomalies in the

behaviour ot electronic sub,_ystern_, 20 3

This situation has led up scien_tst_ arid engineers to compound their effort in

an attempt to understand and control those phenomena. 4 The basic remedies are

stmpte. The entire surface of the spacecraft must be made conductive in order to

be equlpotential and the negative charge accumulated on this body must be released

intt_ space through an electron emitter.

A number of materials, conductive coatings, and paints have been developed

and q_alifietl, and ne_ testing procedures h_ve been _et up to check the ability of

the spacecraft to withstand the magnetospheric en,_ironment.

This p_per recapitulates the principles which govern the interaction ot a space-

craft with its environment, 5, 6 and reviews the various t_chniques which are avail-

able for controlling the electrostatt_ potential of a spacecraft, it is demonstrated

that electron emitters are requisite tO any scientific mission in a mabrnetospherie

environment, in the vicinity of Jupiter in particular. It i_ also emphasized that

I electron sources can b_ simultaneously Used for a number of additional tasks such

as monitoring the degradation of spacecraft material stirfaces, convertifi_ the

thermal _otion of plasmas into ei_ctrical energy, measuring the der_sit_ and cem-

pei-ature bf the ambient eiectrons, and receiving waves withot_t aerials.
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2. |N.TERACTII)NIIET_F,EN A SPAC_,C_ ANDITS ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Spacecraft _llhout Emhiet

The variations OE the dlIEerenL current comporlent_ coll_cLed by a planar probe

in space a_ function of its poLential are schematLCally represented in FLgur_ I0

wl ._r_ i e and i t are the ambient electron and ion contrtbUtlons0 and Iph is the cub-
rent due to photoelectron emission. Secondary emission is neB1ected in first

approximation and the potential 4_ is reEerred to that of infinity.

- SJ

S S

._____/t,o !P'G +
iis t

#
!

IDh

Figure I. Current-Voltage Characteristics Ofa Probe in a
Pia_ma

It is assumed that the various species have Maxwelltan distributions, and that

th_ magnitude of the saturation current o_ the plasma electrons tes is much lar_er

than that of the ions tis; the phOtoeleCtron saturation curr_nt is noted Iphs.

I The current balance is defined by

ie + [i + iph = 0 , (1)
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_- and the fioatiflg potential is given by

,_ 4_f -4_e In I ies I

(2)
: iph s + ils

when lies] > [iph s + iisl, and by

_f _ 4_ph In[ iphstes+iis (3) _..

when lies I < l iph s + is l. The quantities _be and _ph are the mean kinetic poten-
• tials of the plasma electrons and.photoel_ctroxis,, respectively.

The current-voltage characteristic Of a body in shadow (iph = 0) is illustrated

by the curve l_bellecLIc0 in FigUre 1. The floating potential cPf0 is negative and

approximately equal to -3.8¢P e in the case of.an hydrogen plasma in.thermal
i I • 7

c-qulhbrmm.. In a magnetospheric environment, ¢Pecan be of the order of .1-10 kV,
v, hich explains Why a geostationary spacecraft develops large negative potentials

during eclipses. 8, 9, 10 The same sRuation also occurs in sunlight when photo-

emission canzlot balance the flow of ambient particles. This conditiort is occasion-

_. ally fulfilled in the Earth environment, but it must always be met in the magneto-

:. sphere of J_piter where the photoemisslon rate is 27 times less than at the Earth's

orbit.

• In a relativelyColdand rarefiedplasma, such as the solarwind, the photo-

emission saturationcurrent isgene_allypredominant;thissituationi_ illustrated

_: by the curve labelledIC1 in FigUre 1. The correspondingfloatin_potential@fl is
_ givenby Eq. (3)and isof the order of thephotoelectr)nmean kineticpotential,

11
'_: which iS typically equal to 1.5V.

_i 2.2 Spacecraft_ith Election Emitter

A spacecraft fitted with an electron source is schematically represented in

!i Figure 2a. Tii_electronsource and the conductiveelements otthe spacecraft

' surfaceare referi'edto as the emitter (E)anclthe colleetol,(C)0respectively.It

is assumed thatthe emltte_and eolicctorare sufficlentlydecoupled0so thattheie

ii.

i" The kinetic potential of a charged particle is giveti by the magttitutie of the accel-
_ erating voltage associated with its kinetic energy. The kirietic potential, ih V,

_: therefoi-e0 is measured by the sam_ number as the kinetic _nergy, in _V.

2o6
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current voltage characteristics a_e, in first approximation, irldvpendent of thvi_

separation.

The voltage=current characte:*istlc Of the emitter is sCliematically _'epresented

in Figure 2b and c by the curves labelled IE; the voltage re_e_ence is that of the
surroundtn_ plasmA, not that of the spacecraft. The area or the emitter is rela=

tlvely small and tt_ current is, therefore, insensitive to the fluxes of photons and

ambient particles. When electron emission is space charge limited, IE is propor=
ttonal to (=4,) 3/2. The shape of the characteristic is otherwise defitied by the tem-

perature of theemitter, as _vellas by the ma_itude of the electricfieldatits

surface.12 Itisassumed thatthe saturatiozicurrentof the emitterislargerthan

thatof theambient electrons,which can always be easilyfulfilled.

(C)

(h) . .,, IC I

Figure 2. Current Balance and Potentiah,' of Emitt_.r and
Collector

When collector and emitter are cor.nected thro_)_h a voltage source 4,B, their

respective potential 4)C and _E are linkecl by the relatiotl

¢C "_'E = CB ' (4)

m

i
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; and the emitted and collected curreflts are of course equal,

iE --Ic : _ , (._)

as illustrated in Figu_'e 2.

3. POSSIBLEUSESOF ELECTRONEMITTERS

•_. I Spacecraft Potential Clampi#g mJ

When the bias voltage _B is zero, the equilibrium potential of the collector -

emitter combination i_ defined by the intersection or the curves IC and IE. In a
magnetospherlc environment the floating pptential can then be maintai_ted at a few

volts, rather than several kV negative, as i11ustrated in Figure 2b. 13, I_, 15 The

potential ot the collector can even be adjusted to _ero exactly by biasing its poten--

tlal positively with respect to that of the emitter until-a break in the slope of the

characteristic is observed, t6 The ability to control the spacecraft potential allows

one to m_nimize the perturbation to the environment and provides a stable voltage

reference for scientific instruments.

An electron emitter can,tot indeed reduce the floating potential when photo-

emission is predominant (Figure 2e), but this is a relatively unimportant point

since this positive potential is typically of the order of 3V. 17

3.2 Plasma Diagnostics

It will be seen in the following that the potential or the emitter is practically

independent of its current; this system operates llke a potential reference with

respect to which the collector may be biased. The emitted current may be meas-

Ured as function o_ the bias potential. The spacecraft then behaves like a Langmuir

probe 18 with a collecting area equal to that of the conductive parts of its

surface. 19, 20 This techniqt_e for measuring electron density and temperature is

extremely sensitive, and irregularities in plasma densities can be detected by

investigating the loW frequency fluctuations of the collected current.

The electron Saturation current can be moni-

tored under all circumstances0 and this n_easure- _ _ ]

• merit is absolutely not impaired by photoemission
(see FigUre 2c). A variabie resistor _ can replace

the voltage sotirc_, as shown in FigUr_ 3, but the

bias voltage -it IB c_ri only tak6 negative values. FigUre 3. NegativeBias of the Collector
Thls possibility is nevertheless extretnely Using a Resistor

208
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adVantageOus in energetic plasmas where voltages ot several kV would he required

: to describe the characteristic dowrt to the floating potential.
I

]: :|..t _t|onilorlngof _laltrial ._U¢l'art_l)egradathm

i_ Spacecraft are partly covered with materials and paints, generally insulator_,

:__!i in order to maintain the temperature within specified limits. Conductive paints

,_ and coatings have consequently been developed to cope with the problem of differ-

_ entialcharging. Selarcellel)vatsa_idsecond suz'racemirrors can similarlybe

:_ covered with 100A .,_cklayersof I_dium oxide which alsoinsures electricpoten- _,
21

__: tial uniformity, but are optlcally transparent.

!_ The ability of these condt_ctive materials to keep
_:' theirpropertiesinspace under the bombardment of TESTMATERI,_L

_ energeticparticlescan be easilytestedinsitu,as

_ illustratedinFig'tlre4. The currentcollected•by the ]__
test material, It, is simply compared to that imping-

i_ ing on a metallicsurface,Ir, takenas a reference.
This measurement is instantaneousand independent

;_ of thepropertiesofthe cathode. Figure 4. Test on
Material Surface

_ Degradativn
_ 3.1 EneFgyConversion

_ Itha_ been sho1#npreviouslythatenergy can be dissipatedina resistorwhen the

', floatingpotentlaiisnegative(Figure3). Itis thereforepossibletoconvertthe

, thermal motion ofelectron_intoelectricalpower.22 This concept may findappii-

_ii: cationsinspace environments where energeticplasmas are likelytobe found,.,but

!_: sufficientlydistantfrom thesun to render the use of photovoltaicconversion

-_i unpractical. Such conditions are met in the magnetospheres of distant planets such

• as Jupiter and Satut'n. 23, 24
_• The efficiencyofthissystem, thatis, th_ ratioof theplasma energy inputto

the available electric energy equals 0.37 for a Maxwellian energy distribution.

_ The corresponding maximum power outputper m 2 of collectingsurface isgiven as

I. _unCtion of the ambient plasma density, Ne0 and mean kinetic potential, _e' in
{

_, Figure 5. Itthe collectingarea of thespacecraftisinsufficient,the power output
1_
_: can be increasedby the adjunctlonof a largeSailmade of metallictoil,for

:_i. example.

iI it may be possible to reach specific power equivalent to that of the i-adto-
_i isotope thermal generators presently used fo_"the outer planetary missions, 25, 26

!: that is, a few Wkg °1. provided the piasm_i power density lnpt_t lies in the range

:' i0"2-i0"1 Wm "2. Thls figttremay be met_ i in tht_ erivii-ottm_nt of Jupiter, bitt is
i "

• has to be estabiishbd by proper in situ measurements.
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Figure 5. Maximum Power Density Output as 1
a Function of the Electron Density and h_ean
Kinetic Patevtt.,i

3.5 I)eteeiion OfEleetroma_m_tieand Elevttostat;t: _a_e_

A wave propagated in a plasma is charactet-ized by an electric field E, a

magneti_ field _,. and a conduction current density _. These three quantities are :i
related by Maxwell,s equations,

vx £ -- "_'oa _/at (6)' i

vx ff --_. _oa_./at . (7)

where Po and e° are the vacuum permeability and permittivity. Time and space
variations are assumed to be of {l_e form exp i{_r - vt), where _ and w : 2_rf are

the wave vee.tot- and anl_lar trequ_ncy, I: arid t are space and time variables.

After Fourier tram, formation of Eq. (6) and (7), and elimination of H0 the

projec{ion of J parallel and perperidlcular {o the Wave vector are r(_spec{tvely

J!t : leo _ _"tt (8)

and

Jl : ieo_° {1 -U 2) Ej , (9)

210 i
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where Ell and E& are the projections of E along dlr_ctlons re,_peetively parallel
and perpendlculab to k. and t4 is the r_fractlve i_de:; of the medium.

The wave cofldtlctlon current which can be intercepted is

(tO)
I = AcJ ,

where J is the modulus of _ and Ac is the cross section area of the collector in a
->

plane perpendicular to J. This current is superimposed on the ratzdom plasma ion

and electron cUrrents. The information carried by the ambient charged particles gk.

is consequently best detected when the spacecraft is collecting the saturation cur-

! ,.. rent of these species. 27, 28 The collector potential must therefore be maintained
i '_ at a rattle near tO zero, or possibly be biased at a few volts positive if photoemls-

sion is preponderant (Figure 2b and c). NegleCting the ion contribution this dc

i- current is then approximately given by

! i = Aj e (II)[_:" es '

i where A is the entire collecting area, and
[ ,,

( .e_e _1/2
:' Je = Nee \2 _rm} (12)

p -

[)
i: is the electron random current density, in the case of a Maxwellian energy dis-

[i. tribUtion. The quantities e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively.

ii The levelof the smallest detectablesignalis, ofcourse, limitedby theshot

ii: noise resultingfroththe random arrivalof plasma particlesto thespacecraftsu7-

_,: face and the random emission of electrons from the cathode into the environment.

The rootmean sqi2at-edeviationofi= in a frequencybandwidthB thereforedefines
: . ,_.° 29, 30, 31
!:_/ thelowest_asurable wave conductioncurrent

i (13)
i'_ I -- (2elesB)l/2 •

i-- The capability of this technique can he a_sessed by comparing its performance

iJ: to that of an electric a_rtal in a givefl bandwidth. This is simply achieved by

• equating Eq. (10} arid (13), and expressing the sensitivity in terms ot electric field

!: E, ratherthanconductioncurrentJ.

! ' - ConSider a wave with a transverse electric field (E : El) , for example, an

!_ electrom_ignetlcwave inan ISot.-oplcplasma or a longitudinalwave Ina magneto-

!_:=, plasma. Combining Eq. (9}-(13)yields

211
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Where the electrori plasma frCqutncy 1_ defined

Nee2 _ I/2

fp / .

and the collectoz, is taken to be a sphere of radiu_ p, that is, A = 4 A c.
Us_£ the MKSA system o£ units and replacing various quantities by their

numerical values yields

BI___i_E ¢e1/4 fp 1
2×10 "7 P 7- 11-_,2"1 ' <18>

The sensitivity to longitudinal electric fields and tb electrostatic waves in

general (E -- Ell) can be evaluated it Eq. (8) is used, the equivalent sensitivity then
becomes

4,1/4 _oE -e-_ ___.× _o-7 7- (17}p
I

Under most conditions and pt'ovided the sensitivity and frequency response of

the current measU_'ing device permits, this concept ailows the detecttoh of waves

with electric field spectral density of the order of 10"6-10 -8 V m -1 Hz "1/2 up to

freqUenCies equal to a few times that of the local plasma resonaJtce. In this tre-

quenCy range, these performances are certainly comparable to those of other types
of antenrl_ Used in space.

J. EXPERI_4ENTALARRANGEMENT

4.1 1,6tation o| ihe Emitter

It is desH'able to optimize the plast_a diagnostic measurernent_ by mounting

the electron source at some distance from the collector. Couplitig and mutual

ititeractions are indeed the result of the direct interception by the spacecraft of _
• /

2|2

• l _ f I j , _.
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fraction of the emitted current. Trajectorie._ ,}f electron._ emitted with zero

velocity are illustrated in Figure 6. It can be ;_cen that the role of the :_pacccraft

is mlrlirnat even when its potential is mo,'e positive than that of the emitter.

_1 l(a) , ,

i I
l .7,1V %,

/ • -. ,_t t_,
, / .,_ .. ,, ,

%%%i / ..',,
II I I I i I I "--. -_

tc=.50v ltl_.20v L DISTANCE

/ .... ldv
/ ....--

_I; I / ,,-"....-.,',,',, ,-.:-'--._.__
' _ I ; , , "-.'-'.

:_; _:= IOV I_.IOV AXIAL DISTANCE

Figure 6. Electron Trajectorie3 in an Axial Symmetrical Field

Potential clamplrig is mol-e efflclerit if the electric properties of the electron

source environment are as little as possible influenced by the proximity of the

spaceet'aft. The potential developed by the collector in the vicinity of the emitter

has so far beei_ taken equal to zero, but this assumption is only valid at large

- ' distances Item its sur/a_t_. Approximating the eollo_.tor by a sphere of radius ll,

___. the potential at a distance r /rein its center is given b D,

P (18)
" [ Cr = _C "F "

I

• The effect el probe separation Is graphically demonstrated in Figure 7. When

.. the potential retePenc< ° - '_e emitter characteristic is shifted by the amount given

by Eq. (IB), the cotter,, , enCal becomes

' i
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Figure 7. Effect of Collector-Emitter
Separation

!

, 1 - d¥/d¥ ¢C

¢C = ¢C 1 - diG/di E - p/r -_ 1 - p/""-"'_ (19)

!

where ¢C is the spacecraft potential for infinite separation. The quantity dlc/dI E
Which represents the ratio of the collector and emitter current variations for a

given voltage increment is close to zero in energetic plasmas. The result given

by Eq. (19) is _deed approximate since it does not acco_mt for direct electron flow

between emitte_' and collector, but it shows the tendency for the spacecraft poien-

tiai to increase with decreasing separation.

Potential clathptn_ can be achieved without bta_ v_ltage. It can be anticipated,

however, that limitations caused by space charge near the emitter and potential

]_arriet's resulting trom differential charging, as obser_,ed on ATS 632 and possibly

Pioneer i0, 33 are more important when the electron source is mounted too close

to the surface (Figure 8a). Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that spacecraft

potentials could be controlled with an emitter mounted in an open cavity under the

surface, but only for limited periods of time (Figure 8b). In fact, if electrons are

emitted with zero velocity, their injection into the plasma is impossible unless the

emitter is biased negatively with respect to the collector. This type of ,:onsidera-

tion naturally leads to the concept of electron guns with grid system (Figure 8c),

such as those mounted on the ISEE-A spacecraft. 34, 35
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i

t_ ' Figure 8. Three Emltter-Collector Confi_u:-attons!:i

;

: .=,• |.2 l'.vlle_ of Emitter

i/!/- 4.2.1 ACTIVEEMITTEnS
i" Electron emission fcom a metal In vacuum is a function of its temperature and

of the electric field existing at its surface.

'i Thetmotonic emission describes the situation wbci-e temperature is the most

important parameter. A directly heated tungsten filament is the simplest type of

_ emitter but it dissipates a power of several W. An indirectly heated cathode

impregnated with a barium compound requires less than 1W of heating power and

i' offersinadditloI_a uniform surfacepotential(Figure9a and b).

r ,

_,. IMPREGNATED CONEARRAY
_. TUNGSTENPELLET

L._!"i _'_'_ _ ;_AT.._L
! '

_,i (a) (b) (el

!_i;. Figure 9. Thr_e Types ofActiveElectronEmitter

i . Electron field emission occurs whe_ an electric field of the order of 109Vm "1
_ ,

, , exists at the surface of a metal. Cathodes working on this pt'tnciple, that is, with-

!__ I out any heater, have recently been developed using thin film technology. 36 Elec-
_ tron_are extractedfrom an array of sharplypointedcones and a voltageof the

"'i order of I00 V isappliedon a perforatedelectrodecallddgate, locatedat about

:_ 1 _m (Figure 9c1. Controlling the energy of the emitted electrons, and thus the
4 4

: :', 215
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potential of the spacecraft, requires the existence of an additional grid plac,_d in

front of th_ gate and electrically biased with re,_pect to the eollectm'. The ,_true_

ture of thl,_ emitter then renombtea vary much that of a miniature electr,m gmn

_#ith typical dimensions of I mm; energy i_ only required for accelerating tile

electrons.

The saturation ct.rrent of these cathode.% of the order of ,_everal mA, l._

always larger than the plasma electron saturation current collected by the _paee-

craft. The saturation currettt density in a pla._ma characteri:.ed by Ne 1 cm "3

and ¢0 _ 1 kV, for" example, is less than 1. A m "2. E_.ectron emission is there- de,

fore space charge limited like., in a diode and the current is of the form

IE : K¢3/2/2 . (29)

ItI E is m_asuredinA and CE in V, K : 3 × 10 "5 for spherical symmetry ando is

function ot the ratio ra/r c of the anode-to=cathode ratio. 37
In first approximation, infinite collector-emitter separation and spherical

symmetry are assumed; rc isgivenby the physicaldimension of thecathodeand

ra isthedistanceover which space-charge neutralityisrestored inthe plasma,
that is, a distance of the order Of the Deby_ length.

Tlte cathode current is represented by straight lines iti Figure 10 for values of

ra/r c ranging from 10 to i06. Also shown is the electron current collected by a
conductive sphere of radius 2 m, in various plasma environments, photoelectron

and ion currents are neglected. The clamping potential in absence of any biasing

voltage is defined by the intersection of two of these curves; it is seen that this

potential is not much influenced by the ratio re/re, and is of the order of 0.1-10V
negativefor electronsemittedwith zero enet,gy.

4.4.2 PASSIVE EMITTER

An entirelypassiveemittercan be simply made ofsharp-pointedfilaments,

electrlcallyconnectedto thespacecraftbut positionedata distanceequalto a few
19

times the typicaldimension of thevehicle,,as shown inthe insertof Figure 11.

The separationis requisitesinceitensures thatthestrengthofthe electricfield
38

at the tipsisnot reduced by the charge inducedinthe surfaceof the main body.

Itisassumed thatthe collectorisa sphere, I m in radius,immersed ina

Maxwelllatiplasma with Ne : I cm -3 and Ce _ I kV. The separationbetween the
emitterand the surfaceisconsidered tobe much largerthanthe _phere radius.

In tact,fora distanceof3 radii,theclamping potentialiswithin25 percentof the

Value obtained for infinite separation. The emitter is made of 100 tips With a

cui'vature radius a - 0.1 .m_ the emissive area is taken to be 2_a 2 and the strength

of the electric field at the tips is of the order of ICE/el.

21fi
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Figure 10. Determination of the Clamping Potential with
an Active Electron Emitter
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Figure Ii. De_e/-minatlon of _he Clamping Potential With Passive Elec-
tron Field Emitter
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The current characteristic ot the emitter _ is given by the FoWler-Nordheim

equation, 39 and the p_tenttal of the sphere equal to -3600 V without emitter

(-3.8@ e) is increased to -316 V when connected to the emttte,'; potential closer to
zero are certainly possible with sharper points. Thr current that can be etn[tted

[ror_-,_U-lLa-probe is limited by thermal dissipation and is of the order of 3 mA.

5. CONCI,ITSION

Electron emitters can prevent a spacecraft From acrumulating negative chaz'ges _"

and clamp its potential close to zero, provided its surface is conductive. ,As such,

they should be part of any scientific magnetospheric pay],oad because they signifi-

cantly increase the value of.field and particle measurements, in-particular.

I_formation on the dmbivnt medium c_,_ be obtained at a very little extra cost;

such a diagnostic_echniqueisvet-ysensitivein r_refiedplasma and can disclose

small scale irregularitiesixltheelectronden_.ity.The existenceofelectromag-

neticantlelectrostaticwaves can alsobe detected,withoutany antenna,by inVesti-

gatingthe freqttencyspectrum ofthe emittedcurrent, thatiS, observingthecur-

rent[luctuatlonsassociatedwiththe alternativemotion of theambient particles.

Electronemitters alsohave interestingtechaologicM,applications;theycan

monitor the degradatiot_of ConduCtiVep_tintsand coatinginspace and transform

thethermal agitationofa plasma intoelectricalenergy.

The choiceof a system for space applicationsismotivatedby cOnsideration_

on reliability,weight,and power consumption.-A thin-filmfieltiemL_slon needs

no heatingbut requiresa gridsystem for electroneXtraCtionand energy control.

A passiveelectronemitterisVery simple but must be mounted on a boom witha

lengthlargerthanthe typicaldimension of thecollector. Presently,indirectly

lieateddispenserCathodesseem toofferthebest comprise between thesevarious

requirements. The/have been extenslvelytestedin the laboratoryand ha_'_life-

times longe_-than one year. Provided theyare mounted on an appendage of moti-

erate length,Say 0.5 m, theycan clamp a spacecraftat a potenttttl.hetween-10

antl-I V and perform most of theirfunctionswithoutany grillor polariS.altOn

system.
t
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